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Abstract

During the last decade, the GRACE mission has provided valuable data for determin-
ing the mass changes of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Yet, discrepancies
still exist in the published mass balance results, and analyses on the sources of errors
and discrepancies are lacking. Here, we present monthly mass changes together with5

trends derived from GRACE data at basin scale for both the Greenland and Antarctica
ice sheets and we assess, for the first time systematically, the variability and errors
for each of the possible sources of discrepancies: mass inference methods, data sets
and background models. We find a very good agreement between the monthly mass
change results derived from two independent methods, which represents a cross val-10

idation. For the monthly solutions, we find that most of the variability is caused by the
use of different data sets rather than different methods. Besides the well-known GIA
trend uncertainty, we find that the degree-1 variability and the recent de-aliasing cor-
rections have significant impact on monthly time series and trends respectively. We
also show the remarkable differences between the use of release RL04 and the new15

RL05, and how the latter results in smaller mass trends for the majority of the basins.
The overall variability of the solutions well exceeds the uncertainties propagated from
the data errors and the leakage (as done in the past), hence we calculate new sound
total errors for the monthly solutions and the trends. For the whole GRACE period our
trend estimate for Greenland is −234±20 Gt yr−1 and −83±36 Gt yr−1 for Antarctica20

(−111±15 Gt yr−1 in the western part). These trends show a clear (with respect to our
errors) increase of mass loss in the last four years.

1 Introduction

Determining reliably the mass balance (MB) of the large continental ice sheets is a ma-
jor challenge. The results are of great societal importance, especially in terms of global25

sea level rise. The IPCC report of 2007 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
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2007) stated that the contribution from the ice sheets was insufficiently constrained,
and since then a large effort has been done to improve the mass balance estimates,
using different methods and data.

In 2005, Velicogna and Wahr (2005) showed for the first time the possibility of us-
ing data from the Gravity and Climate Recovery mission (GRACE) to determine the5

mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet. Since then many mass balance estimates
of both Greenland and Antarctica have been published, both on ice sheet scale (Chen
et al., 2006b; Ramillien et al., 2006; Forsberg and Reeh, 2007; Barletta et al., 2008;
Velicogna, 2009) and drainage basin scale (Luthcke et al., 2006; Wouters et al., 2008;
Schrama and Wouters, 2011; Sasgen et al., 2012).10

The gravity changes observed by GRACE provide a direct measurement of the mass
variations without the need of resorting to volume variations, avoiding some of the is-
sues due to volume-mass conversion estimates. However, when using GRACE data
to estimate continental mass balance, many corrections are applied either for hydro-
logical purpose or for ice mass changes. The official processing centers remove some15

contributions like those due to tides, the atmosphere and the ocean. Other contribu-
tions have to be removed in a second stage in order to focus just on isolating the ice
mass changes in selected regions. Each of these corrections is a potential source of
variability in the mass balance computations. Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) has
been recognized as the major cause of uncertainty in ice mass balance (Velicogna20

and Wahr, 2006; Barletta et al., 2008), especially in Antarctica. GIA is the solid Earth
phenomenon responsible for the mantle flow from the equatorial region towards the
Pleistocene deglaciated areas. This mass flow within the Earth produces variations in
topography and in gravity, and the latter is detected by GRACE as a positive mass
trend, that, in many areas, cannot easily be distinguished from surface mass accumu-25

lation.
However, for mass balance estimates, other sources of variability exist, whose im-

portance has sometimes been underestimated. One source of uncertainty is related
to geocenter motion (Chambers, 2006), and the different ways to infer it. Large mass
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variations, like the ice melting in Greenland and Antarctica, generate not only gravity
changes but also Earth surface displacements. This translates into a displacement of
the center of mass (CM) with respect to the geometric center of the Earth, CF (Center
of Figure): this movement is known as the geocenter motion. Therefore, mass balance
estimates should take into account carefully the geocenter motion. However, since the5

GRACE satellites move together with the center of mass (CM) of the Earth, they can-
not detect the geocenter motion, so this effect has to be recovered by other means.
The correction for geocenter motion is still an open issue: there are different ways to
calculate it and therefore more than one possible correction exist (Wu et al., 2012), and
this can be a source of variability in mass balance.10

Another source of variability in mass balance computation arises from different
strategies for processing the raw data by the official centers, thus discrepancy be-
tween different solutions of GRACE data are known (Steffen et al., 2010; Barletta et al.,
2012a). In this study we focus on the two official and most commonly used data sets
and present the methodology we developed for analyzing different solutions, and de-15

riving a quantitative estimate of the uncertainty due to the use of different solutions.
Moreover, since the official GRACE processing centers have recently published a new
release (RL05) of the monthly time series (though shorter and still incomplete), we
have the opportunity to get an interesting overview of the difference between the RL04
and the new RL05 release, to our knowlegde one of the first appearing in the scientific20

literature.
Different approaches in extracting the mass balance from GRACE level 2 data

can be another source of variability and uncertainties. Velicogna and Wahr (2005);
Luthcke et al. (2006); Schrama and Wouters (2011); Horwath and Dietrich (2009), and
Sørensen and Forsberg (2010), all use different methods and this could be part of the25

reason of the wide variability in the results obtained in literature since 2005. In princi-
ple, independent methods should produce the same results if a careful calibration and
cross validation has been carried out.
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As a comprehensive result we provide up-to-date estimates of the monthly mass
changes at basin scale for the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and we also pro-
vide the net mass balance (the secular trend) for the time period considered. For each
of these products, we also provide a sound error estimate that takes into account most
of the potential source of uncertainties, beside the data error. In particular, we estimate5

the contribution to the error budget due to GIA corrections, to the treatment of the geo-
center correction, to the choice of different data source, and to different post-processing
methods. This last step allows also to compare and cross-validate two independent
radically different approaches to mass balance estimates from GRACE data.

2 Data and corrections10

We aim at deriving estimates of the uncertainties in the mass balance from GRACE
at basin scale for Antarctica and Greenland, taking into account a variety of poten-
tial sources of uncertainties, some of which have been sometimes overlooked. In this
section, we briefly discuss each of these sources of variability, in more detail.

2.1 GRACE L2 data releases15

GRACE data are processed and provided to the scientific community by two offi-
cial processing centers: Centre for Space Research, University of Texas (CSR), Ge-
oForschungsZentrum, Potsdam (GFZ), with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
(JPL) providing the so-called validation solutions. Other research institutes such as the
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and Institut für Geodäsie und Geoinforma-20

tion, University of Bonn also provide GRACE products. The different solutions are of
similar quality, but are not identical because of different processing strategies.

The processing centers provide GRACE level-2 (L2) data, which consist of monthly
GRACE solutions or models, i.e. sets of fully normalized spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients, called Stokes coefficients. The analysis of the present work is based on the25
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monthly GRACE L2 release 4 (RL04) and 5 (RL05) gravity field models provided by
CSR (Bettadpur, 2007) and GFZ (Flechtner, 2007a). CSR and GFZ provide both for-
mal and calibrated error estimates on the Stokes coefficients with their models, with
the exception of CSR RL05 which at the moment do not include calibrated errors. This
study is based on 113 CSR RL04, 105 GFZ RL04, 84 CSR RL05 and 72 GFZ RL055

monthly models, within the time span April 2002–February 2012.
The low degree harmonic coefficients provided in the level-2 RL04 require some

attention. The C20 values show anomalous variability. Therefore, we replace these
GRACE C20 coefficients with estimates derived from satellite laser ranging (SLR)
(Cheng and Tapley, 2004). In the RL04 models, we also restore the C20, C21, S21,10

C30, and C40 coefficients with the reference values of secular changes reported in the
level-2 Processing Standards Document (Bettadpur, 2007).

GRACE data from all the processing centers are corrected at an early stage for at-
mospheric variability and ocean bottom pressure (OBP) fields. In the processing used
to derive the new RL05, many improvements have been implemented compared to15

RL04 (Dahle et al., 2012a,b; Bettadpur et al., 2012). Some examples of these improve-
ments are significant upgrades to the background gravity Model (GIF48), the GPS con-
stellation being homogeneously reprocessed improved the determination of GRACE
satellites orbits, the ocean tide model and the model for planetary ephemerides were
changed and accelerometer biases estimated are improved. As a consequence, for20

example, the low degree coefficients do not need to be restored when using RL05, and
degree 2 does not have to be replaced with the one coming from SLR. In addition new
atmosphere and ocean models have been used to correct the data. An overall visible
result is a small decrease of noise especially the “stripes”.

2.2 GAC correction25

The gravity field generated by atmosphere and ocean is computed from 6-hourly pres-
sure field, which is the output of the respective models. These 6-hourly simulated grav-
ity fields are called Atmosphere and Ocean de-aliasing products (AOD1B) and are used
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locally to correct the gravity field along the track of the satellites. This product is based
on a combination of the ECMWF (European Center for Medium Weather Forecast) op-
erational atmospheric fields and the baroclinic ocean model OMCT (Ocean Model for
Circulation and Tides) (Flechtner, 2007b). After the processing, the monthly average of
Atmosphere and Ocean gravity models is generated as a collateral product of GRACE5

data, and it is called GAC.
The AOD1B RL05 is based on an ocean model with increased vertical and horizontal

resolution and updated parameterization. AOD1B RL05 does not have some of the
coastal artifacts that were present in the AOD1B RL04 (Bettadpur et al., 2012). As
soon as the new RL05 was released, it was possible to compare the GAC products of10

RL04 and RL05 and the difference is clearly visible (see Fig. 1). With respect to GAC-
RL05, the GAC-RL04 time series shows a sudden jump in 2009 at some locations in
the ocean, especially close to the coast of Antarctica (Fig. 1). The jump is artificial and
is caused by an offset in the atmospheric pressure fields that are used to force the
ocean model (H. Dobslaw, personal communication, 2012).15

This jump affects the monthly mass change estimate in some basins. We derive
a correction for RL04 data which remove the jump in 2009 and the trends. One simple
way is to use the differences between the monthly GAC-RL05 and GAC-RL04 models
that we call GAC[04–05], for the common months. However, this shortens our RL04
time series to that of RL05 (January 2004–December 2010). We use this correction20

when comparing the RL04 and RL05 time series, but in our final estimate, in order to
use the full length of the RL04, we use another correction MGAC(t) which is derived by
fitting a function (step wise plus a linear term) to the monthly GAC[04–05], for each
basin. We also derived the MGAC(t) standard deviation with respect to the GAC[04–
05] and use it as monthly error. Moreover, we compute the contribution of the MGAC(t)25

correction to the trend.
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2.3 Degree-1

The geocenter motion, in harmonic coefficients, is represented by the degree-1 (C10,
C11, and S11) components. These are only partially detected by GRACE, but they
need to be included in the mass derived by GRACE (Chambers, 2006). Neglecting the
degree-1 would lead to a systematic error in mass variations, especially for Antarctica.5

The correction for the degree-1 is still an open issue, and it is subject to much de-
bate. In the GRACE official web site (NASA GRACE Tellus http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov)
the degree-1 is that from Swenson et al. (2008). However, many other geocenter
motion time series are available, calculated for GRACE and for other purposes (Wu
et al., 2012). Those geocenter monthly time series differ in both amplitude and phase.10

It is also important to take into account whether a given time series includes the GIA
degree-1 trend or not. For instance, Swenson et al. (2008) already has the GIA degree-
1 term included (based on ICE5g-VM2 GIA model), while the SRL derived degree-1
estimates (Cheng et al., 2010) are not corrected for GIA.

The SLR derived geocenter motion is reported to be the most precise (Wu et al.,15

2012), however degree-1 derived from GRACE and ocean models (Swenson et al.,
2008; Riva et al., 2012) or GRACE and GPS (Rietbroek et al., 2012a) have a smaller
amplitude than the one based on SLR. Klemann and Martinec (2009) show the large
variability of GIA degree-1 trends with respect to the viscosity of the lower mantle.
Since one of the main problems for Antarctica is that GIA is poorly constrained there20

(both for the ice history and for viscosity model), we are left with a very wide choice of
possible degree-1 time series which also contribute to the variabiity of our estimated
monthly mass changes as well as their trends.

To deal with this issue, we build a sensitivity kernel for the degree-1 contribution at
basin scale, i.e. we estimate the mass variation in Gt for 1 mm of variation in each of25

the X , Y , and Z components of the geocenter motion. For each basin, the degree-
1 correction, in terms of mass change for each component (X ,Y ,Z), is obtained by
multiplying the sensitivity kernel (Tables 1 and 2) by the X , Y , and Z geocenter time
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series (in mm) or their trends (in mmyr−1). The total degree-1 correction is the sum of
the three components.

In the present work we use three independent degree-1 time series:

1. Swenson et al. (2008), for seasonal and trend component (SW).

2. Rietbroek et al. (2012a), just for the seasonal component (not for the trend), (RR).5

3. SLR – Cheng et al. (2010), for the seasonal component, and for the trend we will
apply a GIA correction (Klemann and Martinec, 2009), (SLR).

These are among the most up-to-date time series, each of them representing a dif-
ferent method to infer the degree-1.

For the geocenter motion monthly solution we compute the monthly average with its10

standard deviation between the three detrended time series (SW, RR and SLR). We
use this average and the degree-1 sensitivity kernel to compute our preferred degree-1
correction in mass balance time series (for each basin).

For geocenter motion trend we use an average (with its standard deviation) between
four trends as in Table 3. The first (first line of the Table 3) is the trend extracted from15

the Swenson et al. (2008) time series. The second (second line of the Table 3) is the
trend reported in Rietbroek et al. (2012b). The third and fourth trend (third and fourth
lines) is a combination between the trend extracted from SLR – Cheng et al. (2010)
time series minus two GIA geocenter motion valid alternatives: one is given in Wu et al.
(2012) for ICE5g/IJ05/VM2 (X = −0.12, Y = 0.24, Z = −0.48) the other in Klemann and20

Martinec (2009) (X = −0.13, Y = 0.33, Z = −0.80).

2.4 De-striping and filtering GRACE data

The GRACE monthly models are known to be affected by both noise (instrumental and
statistical) and peculiar features in form of north-south oriented stripes (Swenson and
Wahr, 2006). The latter are due to systematic errors related to orbital trajectories and25
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data processing strategies, and are apparent as spurious spatial correlations (Kusche
et al., 2009).

We apply the de-striping method presented in Kusche et al. (2009) to the GRACE
L2 solutions. This is a non-isotropic smoothing procedure, based on approximate de-
correlation and successive regularization of the GRACE monthly solutions. The results5

provided here is obtained using a weak smoothing (smoothing parameter a = 1012),
i.e. using the DDK3 filtering method, which is available on the web site of GFZ (http:
//icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/TimeSeries.html). In particular the data DDK3-filtered
we use corresponds to a resolution of 240–330 km. The effective filter has a wider
radius in the E–W than N–S direction and at high latitudes, the anisotropic filtering10

kernel becomes close to isotropic.
Data filtering and de-striping affect the mass balance at basin scale in different ways,

depending on the method. However, in each of our methods, these effects are also ef-
fectively counteracted by a proper calibration which allows us to consider the variability
due to filtering as a part of the method errors. This also holds for the data cutoff degree15

(i.e. the data resolution): for all the GRACE data releases employed in this study we
use the harmonic coefficients up to degree 60 (max degree for CSR RL04), but in the
calibration phase we also tested the differences resulting from using higher harmonic
degrees when available.

2.5 Glacial isostatic adjustment20

On the NASA GRACE Tellus site (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/pgr) a GIA model
(Paulson et al., 2007) is provided. This model is recommended as the best model,
and it is associated with a uniform uncertainty of ±20%. This model is based on the
global ICE-5g ice history of Peltier (2004), and a simplified VM2 Earth model: a 4-
layered approximation to VM2 viscosity profile. This model also includes the rotational25

feedback based on the formulation of polar wander described by Mitrovica et al. (2005).
Through the sea level feedback, the center-of-mass motion is also taken into account.
For Antarctica, another GIA model is the IJ05 (Ivins and James, 2005) that has often
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been employed as a correction in mass balance studies (Horwath and Dietrich, 2009;
Chen et al., 2006a; Gunter et al., 2008, 2009).

Thomas et al. (2011) show that traditional GIA models (ICE5g-VM2, IJ05) predict an
uplift that is too large, when compared to the uplift rates measured by GPS, and they
indicate that the Riva et al. (2009) empirical model is the one which gives the best fit.5

Riva et al. (2009) find a GIA pattern for Antarctica by combining GRACE and ICESat
data, and they find a smaller signal than the one of traditional GIA models (ICE5g-
VM2, IJ05). Wu et al. (2010) also find a GIA pattern empirically by performing a global
inversion with GRACE data, and the signal over Antarctica is smaller than ICE5g but
higher than Riva et al. (2009). So there are now many indications that traditional GIA10

models overestimate GIA signal over Antarctica and for this reason much work has
been done in the last years taking into account newly available data to constrain the
LGM (Last Glacial Maximum) ice models. However, these new ice models are still
not publicly available, hence using the available traditional LGM ice models we derive
revised proper GIA corrections, after new considerations, and we use them together15

with the Riva et al. (2009) empirical GIA model.
One reason of the GIA overestimate can be the excess of ice melting during the

LGM for the traditional ice models (ICE5g, IJ05) which clearly violates the geological
evidence on the ice history (Todd et al., 2010; Ackert et al., 2011; Mackintosh et al.,
2011). However due to the trade-off between ice-history and solid Earth response in20

GIA, another way to predict a smaller signal in Antarctica is to choose a lower viscosity
profile, especially in the western part where the majority of the deglaciation took place.
Barletta et al. (2008) shows that for low viscosities, the GIA corrections are smaller.
In fact with respect to traditional viscosity profiles, like VM2 Peltier (2004), lower vis-
cosities produce faster relaxation so that most of the mantle flow nowdays is over. For25

now there are no new ice models available, so we propose two alternatives, using two
traditional ice models with low viscosity profile.

We also tested the empirical GIA pattern extracted in Barletta and Bordoni (2009)
and we verified that it produces mass balances similar to those produced by
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ICE5g-VM2. The GIA pattern obtained in that work was an upper bound of possible
GIA patterns (the positive signal due to GIA was not distinguished from others due to
possible present day mass accumulation). So we decided to use ICE5g-VM2 as an
upper bound of the GIA contribution.

In Greenland the GIA signal is small with respect to the total trend but, depending on5

the model, it is not negligible. For this region two commonly used models, ICE5g and
ANU model (Fleming and Lambeck, 2004), especially for some basins, predict signals
with opposite sign. We use both these two model because the difference between them
ensure a reliable confidence interval for GIA prediction in Greenland.

GIA corrections are based on 5 layered incompressible Earth models without lateral10

heterogeneities. We compute the solid Earth Green’s functions (Love numbers) accord-
ing to the analytical approach described in the benchmark of Spada et al. (2011) with
the benchmarked code TABOO (Spada et al., 2004). The sea level equation is solved
self-consistently with the pseudo-spectral approach (Mitrovica and Peltier, 1991) im-
plemented in the optimized code TSec01 developed for Barletta and Spada (2011,15

2012b) and benchmarked in Spada et al. (2012). We include the degree-1 and per-
form the computations in the center of mass (CM) reference, up to degree 128, without
rotational feedback.

To summarize, we apply five different GIA corrections:

1. The revised version of Paulson et al. (2007) ICE5g-VM2 GIA model, which uses20

a compressible fully layered Earth model (Geruo A/Paulson). This model is used
for both Antarctica and Greenland.

2. The ANU model for Greenland (Fleming and Lambeck, 2004).

3. The Riva09 empirical GIA fingerprint for Antarctica (Riva et al., 2009)

4. ICE5g-LV with a low viscosity for Antarctica25

5. IJ05-LV with a low viscosity for Antarctica
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By varying, within a chosen range, the lithospheric thickness and the viscosity of
the upper and lower mantle we compute several corrections. Then we compute the
average and the standard deviation for each of the ensemble Ice+Earth model, the 2,
4 and 5 in the list above. The Earth parameters ranges for lithospheric thickness (LT),
upper (UMV) and lower (LMV) mantle viscosities are5

(a) for ANU: LT = 50 to 100 km, UMV = 2 to 5×1020, LMV = 0.5 to 2 ×1022 Pas

(b) for ICE5g-LV: LT = 75 to 120 km, UMV = 0.1 to 0.2×1020 and LMV = 0.15 to 0.2
×1022 Pas

(c) for IJ05-LV: LT = 65 to 115 km, UMV = 0.1 to 0.2×1020 and LMV = 0.1 to 0.2
×1022 Pas.10

Due to the short time scale considered here, the GIA correction only affects the linear
trend, and not the month-to-month behavior of the time series. We estimate the uncer-
tainties for all these proposed models by different approaches: the GIA uncertainties for
ICE5g-VM2 are computed as in Barletta and Spada (2011, 2012b); the Riva09 model
is provided with error estimates, and we propagate these to obtain error estimates of15

the final mass changes.
In our final preferred trend we use as GIA uncertainties the maximum on GIA uncer-

tainties among the four models. Tables 4 and 5 report the values used in this study.

3 Methodology

Two different and independent methods that use the same input data should ideally20

lead to the same results. For gravity-derived mass changes the major difference be-
tween one method and another is the leakage treatment. In fact with low resolution
measurements (such as GRACE), discriminating the signal coming from inside the re-
gion of interest from the one coming from outside is a challenging problem. By assum-
ing that the region of interest produces a much stronger signal then the surrounding,25
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many methods treat the leakage by enlarging the integration areas (or the averaging
kernel). Horwath and Dietrich (2009) deal with this problem in quite a systematic way
and show the errors in mass changes associated with leakage. However the leakage
treatment is embedded in the method so, together with filtering (and de-striping), after
suitable calibration it becomes effectively part of the “method errors”. The two methods5

that we use, are different and independent and treat the leakage problem in different
ways.

3.1 Method 1: mass inversion

The direct point mass inversion method used for determining the monthly mass
changes from the monthly GRACE data is based on Forsberg and Reeh (2007) and10

Sørensen and Forsberg (2010). Prior to the inversion, corrections and filtering are ap-
plied to the GRACE data as described in the previous section. The elastic response
of the solid Earth to present-day ice mass changes, involves changes in the gravity
field. This must be removed from the GRACE data, before deriving the surface mass
changes from the observed gravity changes.15

The elastic corrections based on the model of Farrel (1972), as also presented by
Wahr et al. (1998), are used to make “reduced” gravity disturbances for the observation
equations in the inversion. The inversion is performed on a set of Ny observations y =
{δgk}, k = 1 . . .Ny , i.e. gravity disturbances at the altitude of the satellites, and solved
for a point-like mass ensemble x = {mj}, j = 1 . . .Nx located at coordinates (θj ,φj )20

which define the solution area. The linear problem y = Ax is solved using a generalized

Tychonov inverse approach x = (ATA+ λI)−1ATy , where λ is a smoothing parameter
and the observation matrix A is built upon the attraction of a point mass of the sphere
to the measured gravitational attraction at the orbit level by

δgk = Gmja
2

(h+a)−acosψkj

r3
kj

.25
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Here G is the gravity Newton constant, a is the mean radius of the Earth, h is the height
of the observation, rkj and ψkj are the distance and the angle, respectively, between
the observation δgk and the solution point mj .

The inversion method has been refined, optimized and calibrated for this work. First
we optimized the solution area using an icosahedron-based grids (Tegmark, 1996) with5

disk elements of almost equal area. Then we improved and calibrated the solution area
in order to reduce as much as possible the leakage from signal outside the region of
interest. The inversion method assume that the gravity signal is negligible outside the
region of interest, otherwise such a signal would be forced to be part of the ice mass
changes in the solution area. Once this assumption is verified by applying the method10

on synthetic data, we find that it is able to recover up to 99 % of the mass. One strat-
egy for mitigating the effect of ocean mass changes being erronously modelled as ice
sheet changes is to force the ocean signal to be zero, especially in the far field. The
signal outside the region of interest that is farther than some hundreds km (300 to 500)
from the boundary of the solution area can be forced to zero (Zero Mask) without com-15

promising the signal of interest. Another strategy is to build a Complementary Solution
Area (CSA) around the primary one. The CSA is a belt around the original solution
area, but separated by a gap of some hundreds of km (300 to 500) and it accounts for
the signal outside the original solution area. We used a combination of the two above
strategies, and we calibrated the gap for CSA and the distance for the Zero Mask. The20

parameters we chose with the calibration allow us to retrieve up to 98 % of different kind
of synthetic signals. The regularization parameter (the smoothing parameter λ) used
for this study was also chosen after calibration using a synthetic data set.

Figure 2a shows the solution area for the inversion of the trend over Antarctica. Fig-
ure 2b shows the solution area for the inversion of the trend over and around Green-25

land, and the point-like mass units, used as solution area for the inversion, are also
visible. The closest surrounding ice-covered areas (Ellesmere Island) are included, to
reduce leakage. In fact Ellesmere Island has a strong trend and it is so close to the
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North West Greenland, that it cannot be treated as the rest of the surrounding sea and
islands around Greenland.

Once we obtained a mass grid from the inversion scheme for each month we inte-
grate over each basins area to derive the total mass change for Antarctica and Green-
land. The mass estimates of each of the basins is a summation of the point mass5

changes within each basin mask definition (Sect. 3.3).

3.2 Method 2: conversion and integration

From the GRACE spherical harmonic coefficients, surface mass density in water equiv-
alent (w.e.) is generated, as presented in Wahr et al. (1998). In order to take into ac-
count leakage, we integrate over a region more extended over the sea than the original10

area of interest, as done in Barletta et al. (2008). We use (for each basin) three inte-
gration areas which extend over the sea for 100, 200 and 300 km, and then we derive
a weighted average of the three integrals. The largest weight is on the results obtained
with the integration area which extend for 300 km from the coast, since this is the reso-
lution of the data, and in this way we are able to reduce the leakage, and recover most15

of the signal.
This method is basically a simplified version of the Velicogna and Wahr (2005) and

Horwath and Dietrich (2009) method, and it does not need a suitable averaging kernel
nor a rescaling factor. The latter is usually used to retrieve the signal lost either for the
filtering, the cutt-off degree (data resolution) and the leakage.20

The leakage for this method is only considered coming from the land that we are
analysing, so we do not get rid of the leakage coming from the ocean into the land.

3.3 Basin definitions and resolution

For the Greenland ice sheet we use the basin definition presented in Hardy et al.
(2000). The Greenland ice sheet is divided into seven major basins, that are shown25
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in Fig. 3a. The Antarctic ice sheet is divided into 27 major basins as shown in Fig. 3b,
which is the same as Zwally et al. (2012).

Both methods use these basin definitions even if the sampling (their resolution and
geometry) are performed on different grids and so the contour of each region is not
exactly the same, especially for the smallest basins. The method 1 use an icosahedron-5

based grids with almost equal area disks of about 40 and 20 km radius for Antarctica
and Greenland respectively (Fig. 2). The method 2 uses Gaussian grids of 128×256
cells (latitude× longitude). Notice that GRACE resolution is about 300 km and both
methods use grids with higher resolution for the mass reconstruction but the results
depend strongly on data resolution and just slightly on the method resolution, i.e. the10

internal working resolution (and format) for each of the method.

3.4 Uncertainty estimates

As already mentioned, the mass estimates are associated with several sources of un-
certainties. Some are coming from the data errors and others introduced through the
algorithms employed, sampling grid sizes or smoothing and other parameters (in the15

inversion).
We derive the uncertainties which are related to the data errors provided directly

with the GRACE monthly models, by using a Monte-Carlo like approach in which 100
simulations are performed. The simulations are created from Stokes coefficients drawn
from normal distributions with zero mean, and the calibrated standard deviation pro-20

vided with the GRACE level-2 data (Tscherning et al., 2001).
We deal with both precision and accuracy errors in our final results. The precision

error accounts for the statistically distributed random error around one average values.
The accuracy error accounts for how much the expected value deviates from the “true”
value.25

For the precision error we provide the 95 % confidence interval (2σ) propagated from
the data. For each method, by using synthetic data (as in the calibration procedure) we
assess its accuracy so that it can be added to the precision error to give the total error.
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We find that the accuracy error related to the methods alone is about 2 % which is
much smaller than the difference found by the use of different datasets. So in our final
estimates we neglect this small contribution, and our accuracy error is derived from the
difference coming from the use of different methods and dataset.

3.5 Best estimate and comparison strategies5

The strategy to deal with many possible combinations of data, methods and corrections
is relevant on one side to minimize the number of steps and so the possible sources of
(human) mistakes, and on the other to make the procedure clearer and so easier to be
verified and reproduced.

Both methods for computing mass balance are linear, so we estimate each of the10

corrections separately and combine them with the time series only at the last stage.
The same holds for all of the trend corrections, especially the GIA correction which
have been treated separately and added back in the last stage. This overall strategy
allows us to analyze in details the relative weight of each of the components in our final
results. The combination of data and corrections in the final result MF(t) is a simple15

sum:

MF(t) =Mdata(t)−MGIA(t)+MDeg−1(t)+MGAC(t) (1)

where the Mx(t) is the mass changes time series and the subscript x indicates the
source of each contribution: the uncorrected data (data), the GIA correction (GIA), the
degree-1 correction (Deg-1) and the GAC correction (GAC).20

For each basin, for each method and each data set we compute the mass balance
(with its propagated uncertainties) for each available month. So for each basin we
have four time series using GRACE data RL04 and four using the RL05 ones. We
computed for each basin three time series for the degree-1 correction and two for the
GAC correction (the difference GAC[04–05] and the fitted function). One of the degree-25

1 time series is provided on much denser timescale than monthly, so we perform an
averaging procedure. The majority of the time series do not share the same exact
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sequence of months, so we select only the common months for each comparison and
combination in order to maximize the number of available months in each case.

Once we have two or more time series to be compared and/or combined to produce
a best estimate, the first way that comes to mind is to perform a simple average and
to extract the standard deviation. However, different linear trends (and offsets) in time5

series act as a systematic bias. This spoils the statistical assumption which the stan-
dard deviation is based on, i.e. a gaussian distribution around the mean value. For this
reason we separate the discussion of trend estimate from the monthly solutions.

Two time series M1(t) and M2(t) can differ for an overall factor m (regression index)
and an overall offset q, and they can show also other kind of time dependent differences10

ε(t), e.g. M1(t) =mM2(t)+q+ε(t). We first identify the regression index and the offset
with a least square fitting procedure and remove it in order to analyze just the monthly
difference between the time series. When we analyse the difference for each basin
between two time series, we compute

δ12 =
√∑

t

ε(t)2 =
√∑

t

(M1(t)−mM2(t)−q)2 . (2)15

Assumption RI: by assuming that the regression index m mostly accounts for the
difference in the trends rather than the ε(t) components, the difference in the trends
can be estimated by δT12

= T1(1− (1/m)), where T1 is the trend of the series M1(t).
When the above assumption on regression index m is not verified the (δT12

/T1) shows
in percent how much the regression index deviates from one. If the regression index m20

is close to one, the two time series do not need to be scaled relative to each other.
For averaging the time series we follow a similar strategy: we first find the average

between N time series, Mi (t) with i = 1. . .N, as MA(t) = ΣiMi (t)/N, then we find, for
each of the series Mi (t), the regression index with respect to the average MA(t), i.e.
the mi and the qi parameters, so that MA(t) =miMi (t)+qi +εi (t) for each i . Then25

by rescaling each solution with these parameters we find for each series the monthly
residual standard deviation with respect to the average (assuming normally distributed
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values):

δA(t) =

√
1

N −1

∑
i

(MA(t)−miMi (t)−qi )2 (3)

where δA(t) is considered as the accuracy error when averaging between time series
obtained with different methods and different datasets. The monthly precision error (the
95 % confidence interval) is 1.96 ·σA(t) computed from the monthly square sum of the5

σi (t) of the time series. So the total error on MA(t) is:

errMA
(t) = 1.96 σA(t)+δA(t) (4)

Extending the definition 2 for δT12
, we define the quantity δTA

(assuming normally
distributed values) as:

δTA
= TA

√√√√ 1
N −1

N∑
i

(
1− 1

mi

)2

(5)10

where TA is the trend of the average. Under the above assumption (Assumption RI) we
can use δTA

as an estimate for the trend accuracy. So when comparing the trends (see
Sect. 4), under the above assumption (Assumption RI), the regression index m is used
(with a bit of license) to assess and show the difference in trends for one time series
with respect to another or with respect to the average.15

The trend on the time series is computed with a weighted least square fitting proce-
dure using a function composed by a linear trend, annual and semiannual term, and
a constant. As for the monthly weight we use the monthly error of the time series. The
precision error (the 95 % confidence interval) 1.96 ·σTA

for the trend is computed using
the variance of the fit.20

Note about q: all our GRACE derived mass changes are computed with respect to
the same reference gravity model, so they should have small or none q offset one
from another. We find that small offset difference between data obtained with different
release and methods exists.
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4 Results and discussion

All the monthly time series shown in the following pictures are not corrected for the
trend contribution of degree-1 and GIA, but these are accounted for when analyzing
the trend.

We perform a cross validation of the two methods using both CSR and GFZ GRACE5

data. We compared all the 27+7 basin time series, and in addition to the discussion
of the results for all of them, we show one example for each region, Antarctica and
Greenland.

A general good agreement between the two methods for each of the data sets (CSR
and GFZ) for each basin is clear by a simple visual inspection (pictures for each basins10

are in the Supplement). This agreement is particularly clear in the Amundsen sector
(Fig. 4a, Antarctica-basin 21), and in South West Greenland (Fig. 4b, Greenland-basin
6), that we choose as example. By visual inspection the time series for the inversion (“i”,
solid lines) and the conversion method (“c”, dash-dotted lines) overlap over almost the
entire time interval, for both data sets, CSR (blue) and GFZ (red) lines. For each basin,15

we quantify the agreement in the time series, regardless of the trend as explained in
Sect. 3.5, by using the δ12 (Eq. 2), computed for each basin with respect to the average
monthly error (Fig. 4c). We find that the differences between the two methods (light-
purple bars) are much smaller than the differences (light-green bars) between the use
of CSR and GFZ, for almost all basins: the basins 19 and 25 show the same amount of20

difference between the two methods and the use of different datasets. The basin 25 is
the smallest so either resolution or leakage can give noisy signal. Basin 19 has a very
small trend and it is very close to basin 20 which has one of the strongest trend, so
resolution or leakage can give again noisy signal.

The different combinations of methods and data sets also result in different trends in25

the mass time series. This difference is quantified by the linear relation, the regression
index m and offset q parameters (as explained in Sect. 3.5), between two time series
(shown in the small dispersion graph inside each of the two plots of Fig. 4a, b). The two
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datasets (green dots) in the Amundsen sector produce a difference in regression index
of 11 % and the two methods (purple squares) only 1 %. For Southwest Greenland the
differences in regression index are closer, i.e. 6 % vs. 8 %.

We analyse the relative difference in regression index for each basin (Fig. 4c) caused
by the two methods (purple bars) and the two datasets (green bars). We find that for5

almost all basins, the use of CSR data results in a larger trend than the GFZ (the green
bars are almost all positive). For small basins (area, indicated in the vertical axes of
Fig. 4c, smaller than 0.1 million km2) the two methods result in differences in regression
index between 20 % and 30 %, larger than the error on the trends (the grey bars) and
than the difference produced by the two datasets. For almost all the large basins, the10

two methods give smaller differences in regression index than the use of two datasets.
The differences between the use of RL04 and RL05 data are also related to the

difference GAC[04–05] in their de-aliasing product (green line in Fig. 1) at basin scale.
The sudden jump in 2009 is clearly visible in some of the basins, but it is not present
in all. The fitted function MGAC(t) for each basin well reproduces the jump (orange line)15

and its standard deviation (grey band) account for the possible variability during the full
GRACE period.

In order to compare the two distributions as discussed in Sect. 3.5, we correct our
RL04 solution using the GAC[04–05] and we compare it with the RL05 just for the
inversion method (Fig. 5). The results obtained from the two releases are quite different.20

The difference are in many basins larger for GFZ than for CSR (light-red bars larger
than light-blue), especially for the large basins. Except for a few basins, the RL05 data
produces smaller trends than the RL04. The lowest harmonics could be the most likely
candidates but the true cause can be deeply buried in the new GRACE processing.

Yet another important contribution to the mass change variability comes from the25

degree-1 correction (see Sect. 2.3). The sensitivity kernel for degree-1 (Tables 1 and
2) can also be interpreted as the relative weight of each component X , Y and Z of
the geocenter motion on each basin. From Table 1, it is clear that the basin 17 in
Antarctica is the most affected by degree-1, but it is also the largest basin, and it is
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quite straightforward to see that the impact of the degree-1 is proportional to the area
of the basin. The three degree-1 time series obtained with this sensitivity kernel (Table 1
and 2) and the three geocenter motion detrended time series have quite similar phase
but different amplitude (two examples in Fig. 6).

The mass changes time series are the sum of four contributions (Eq. 1, Fig. 7). When5

estimating the errors on the monthly mass changes, we neglect the GIA because it only
gives a contribution to the trend. For taking into account the effect of using different data
sets, we use the monthly average (Sect. 3.5) and its error (Eq. 4), being both precision
(blue band) and accuracy (light blue band) errors. We then add the monthly average
of the degree-1 and its standard deviation (green band), and as a last step, we add10

the GAC correction MGAC(t) and its standard deviation (yellow band). We find that the
degree-1 variability, represented by the monthly standard deviation with respect to the
monthly average (green band), has a considerable impact on the total error as can be
appreciated in Fig. 7c where it is presented as average per basin with respect to the
average of the total error. The monthly variability of the GAC correction is quite small15

but not negligible (the yellow bars). The average of the accuracy error (light blue bars)
represents the variability in the use of different method and different datasets and its
impact on the total error is comparable with the degree-1 variability. The three sources
of monthly variability together (the accuracy, the degree-1 and the GAC) are for almost
all the basins larger than the precision error propagated from the data alone, i.e. the20

blue bars are almost all below the 50 %.
The basins 20, 21 and 22 (in front of the Amundsen Sea) have the largest trend in

Antarctica (Fig. 8c). Amundsen sector (basin 21 and 22) has also the lowest relative
errors (violet bars in Fig. 8a). In the Amundsen sector also all the other contributions
different from the GRACE data (the blue bar, Fig. 8a) have a very small impact, namely25

the degree-1 (sky-blue bars, Fig. 8a), the GIA (green bars) and also the GAC (orange
bars) corrections.

Due to its character, the GIA correction has been computed separately (Sect. 2.5).
We compute the four GIA corrections described in Sect. 2.5 (Table 4), but we show its
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relative contribution only for the average of the model Riva09 and IJ05-LV (green bars,
Fig. 8a). Each of the four GIA corrections contribute to the trend with quite different
proportions, and this becomes clear when observing the GIA variability (Max–Min)
(green bars, Fig. 8b). So the average of all the corrections is not very meaningful nor
representative, and in some cases, when the maximum and minimum value among the5

four GIA correction have opposite sign, the average is zero. The Riva09 and IJ05-LV in
the typical GIA basin (1, 2, 18) give similar corrections, and in some large basin in East
Antarctica (17, 2, 3, 10 for example) they both show much smaller correction than both
the ICE5g (VM2-compressible and LV-low viscosity). Using the average of the model
Riva09 and IJ05-LV is just one reasonable choice among other reasonable choices.10

The GIA variability (Fig. 8b) is largest in most of the largest basins. However the
most typical GIA pattern affects mainly basins 1, 2, 18 and 19, which are among those
with largest GIA trend. In several basins, the GIA contribution (green bars, Fig. 8a) is
significant compared to the data trend (blue bars) and in basin 17, 15, 2, 19, 11 and
24 it is dominant. So the GIA contribution has a relative importance also in basins15

not within the typical GIA regions, but which have small trends in the data (blue bar,
Fig. 8c), e.g. as in basins 17, 15, 11 and 24.

The degree-1 contribution is not dominant in any of the basins (sky-blue bars,
Fig. 8a), and it only exceeds 10 % of the sum of contributions in those basins asso-
ciated with a low mass trend (blue bar, Fig. 8c), e.g. in basins 17, 10, 11 and 16.20

The GAC correction (orange bars, Fig. 8a) is more important than the degree-1 cor-
rection for almost all basin, and in some cases it has the same impact as the data trend
(blue bars).

The accuracy errors on the trends (which account for difference between dataset and
methods, and so also account for leakage errors) have about the same impact as the25

error on data trend computation (blue and light blue bars, Fig. 8d). It is interesting to
notice that where the two largest data trend occur (blue bars, Fig. 8c), in basin 21 and
22 (Amundsen sector), we also find the largest (absolute) accuracy errors. However
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basin 20, the third largest data trend, has one of the smallest accuracy error. As noticed
above, the relative error for these basins are the smallest.

The degree-1 uncertainties on the trend, which are primarily caused by the GIA
degree one uncertainties (sky-blue bars, Fig. 8d), are comparable with the GIA uncer-
tainties (green bars) for many basin. And for both these contributions, the uncertainties5

are larger for larger basins.
The uncertainties on trend computation for the GAC correction are very small for all

the basins (orange bars, Fig. 8d)
For Greenland the trends computed only on data are much more important than the

correction contributions (Fig. 9a) and the errors are below 20 % for all basin but one,10

the largest. The largest basin (the number 2), in North-West Greenland has a small
trend and small GIA correction which have similar contribution in the total trend. Also
the GAC correction has the largest value in North-West Greenland.

The largest GIA variability is located in basin 6, South-West Greenland (green bars
Fig. 9b) where also the largest total trend (blue bars, Fig. 9c) is found, and yet the trend15

on data in basin 6 dominate with almost 85 % of the total trend.
The degree-1 has small impact on the total trend (sky-blue bars, Fig. 9a) but they

contribute to increase the total error on trend (sky-blue bars, Fig. 9d).
As the last result, we present the trends on four different periods (Table. 6) for our

derived time series using the same configuration as in Figs. 8 and 9. The total mass20

balance for the whole GRACE period is found to be −234Gtyr−1 for Greenland and
−83Gtyr−1 for Antarctica where most of the mass loss is going on in West Antarctica
with −111Gtyr−1 (errors are in Table 6). A more rapid mass loss clearly takes place
in Greenland and West Antarctica (Table 6) in the second period of GRACE mission
(August 2007–November 2011) compared to the first one (August 2002–July 2007).25

This increase or acceleration is even clearer at basin scale (Figs. 10 and 11). For
Antarctica, however, the acceleration in mass loss in most of the basins in the west-
ern part (Fig. 10) is counteracted by an increase of accumulation in the eastern part.
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In Western Greenland (Fig. 11) the mass loss increased in the last 5 yr, while in the
eastern part the mass loss has decreased.

5 Conclusions

In the light of the consistent and systematic error analysis that we have performed, the
results presented in this study are statistically meaningful.5

For the first time the various sources of variability in mass change estimates have
been systematically assessed, and we quantify their associated uncertainties for the
mass trends as well as the monthly mass change solutions. We find an interesting
difference between the results obtained with use of RL05 with respect to the use of
RL04. This difference is within the error but the RL05 results in smaller trend in the10

majority of the basins. We suspect that this is due mostly to differences in the low
degrees, however more targeted studies should be carried out to clarify this issue.

We cross validate our two independent methods, and the clear agreement between
the two confirms that the low resolution of the input GRACE data allows us to use very
simple leakage treatment like the one employed in the conversion method. A surpris-15

ingly large part of the variability in the monthly solution arises from the use of different
data sets rather than different methods. However, the uncertainties on degree-1 also
largely contribute to the variability in the monthly solutions.

The degree-1 is still an open issue, hence we build a degree-1 sensitivity kernel
(at basin scale) which represents a solid and lasting tool to perform straightforward20

computation of the degree-1 correction on mass balance using any geocenter motion
time series. For our preferred estimate, we then choose to use an average of three
available geocenter motion time series based on different methods.

We show the impact of the correction for the de-aliasing GRACE product (GAC),
especially on the trends in Antarctica mass balance, and we generate an alternative25

correction that can be applied to the whole RL04 time series, while we wait for the
RL05 to be completely released and tested.
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The outcome of this systematic analysis is a set of our preferred monthly solutions
and their associated error estimate which is a combination of precision error (propa-
gated from the data) and accuracy error due to the method and the different data set.
Furthermore, we provide our preferred degree-1, GIA and GAC corrections for both the
monthly solution and the trends.5

Since trends often depends on choice of the time interval, we compute trends over
the whole period 2003–2011 and sub periods 2003–2006 and 2007–2011. We find
a clear increase in ice loss in the sub-interval 2007–2011 only for West Antarctica and
Greenland.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:10

http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/6/3397/2012/tcd-6-3397-2012-supplement.
pdf.
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Table 1. Degree1 sensitivity kernel for Antarctica. The first column indicate the basin number
(or region), the second its area, the other three columns indicate the variation in Gt due to 1 mm
of variation in the geocenter coordinates X , Y and Z (in Gtmm−1). Two spherical caps of the
dimension of the Polar Gaps (PG) and three macro regions, Antarctic Penincsula (AP), West
(WA) and East Antarctica (EA), are also computed.

B.n. Area X Y Z

25-AP 0.03 0.18 −0.39 −0.97
27-AP 0.04 0.18 −0.26 −1.03
26-AP 0.04 0.39 −0.70 −1.73
23-WA 0.06 −0.04 −0.48 −1.47
15-EA 0.10 −0.66 0.15 −1.90
24-AP 0.11 0.17 −0.58 −1.73
9-EA 0.12 0.17 0.39 −1.17
8-EA 0.13 0.37 0.65 −1.75
5-EA 0.14 0.49 −0.02 −1.49
20-WA 0.15 −0.58 −0.53 −2.92
22-WA 0.17 −0.05 −0.33 −1.26
21-WA 0.18 −0.16 −0.38 −1.70
18-WA 0.20 −0.22 −0.20 −2.21
4-EA 0.20 0.79 −0.29 −3.02
16-EA 0.22 −0.45 0.20 −1.93
11-EA 0.23 0.09 0.46 −1.57
19-WA 0.26 −0.33 −0.22 −2.33
1-WA 0.35 0.26 −0.77 −4.30
7-EA 0.37 0.95 0.94 −3.61
6-EA 0.47 1.42 0.54 −4.58
14-EA 0.55 −1.52 1.12 −4.96
2-EA 0.56 0.17 −0.13 −4.78
12-EA 0.59 −0.05 2.16 −5.48
10-EA 0.70 0.46 0.99 −4.77
13-EA 0.87 −1.13 2.25 −6.94
3-EA 1.20 1.34 0.17 −8.88
17-EA 1.36 −1.02 0.98 −11.10

PG (−81.5) −0.02 −0.11 −16.05
PG (−86.0) 0.03 −0.01 −3.30

AP 0.22 0.92 −1.93 −5.47
WA 1.37 −1.11 −2.92 −16.19
EA 7.79 1.44 10.58 −67.93

AIS 9.38 1.24 5.73 −89.59
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Table 2. Degree1 sensitivity kernel for Greenland. The first column indicate the basin number
(or region), the second its area, the other 3 columns indicate the variation in Gt due to 1 mm of
variation in the geocenter coordinates X , Y and Z (Gtmm−1).

B.n. Area X Y Z

5 0.05 0.62 −0.63 1.64
4 0.11 0.60 −0.42 1.49
1 0.17 0.21 −0.20 2.12
3 0.20 1.14 −0.58 3.43
7 0.21 0.47 −0.72 3.10
6 0.32 1.02 −1.37 4.18
2 0.36 0.98 −0.41 4.97

GRIS 1.42 20.93 −4.31 5.04
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Table 3. Trend for the geocenter motion. The first line (SW) report the trend computed for
Swenson et al. (2008). The second line (RR) report the trend found in Rietbroek et al.
(2012b). The third and fourth lines use the trend computed using the SLR time series (X =
−0.131, Y = 0.352, Z = −0.637) minus the GIA geocenter motion given in Wu et al. (2012)
for ICE5g/IJ05/VM2 (X = −0.12, Y = 0.24, Z = −0.48), and minus the Klemann and Martinec
(2009) GIA contribution (X = −0.13, Y = 0.33, Z = −0.80), respectively.

X (mmyr−1) Y (mmyr−1) Z (mmyr−1)

SW −0.052 −0.047 −0.218
RR −0.140 −0.140 −0.370

SLRGIA1 −0.011 0.112 −0.157
SLRGIA2 0.002 0.018 0.163

Average −0.050 −0.014 −0.145
Uncert. 0.096 0.128 0.150
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Table 4. GIA trends for Antarctica. The first column is the basin number, the second its area (in
106 km2) and from the third column the values are in Gt yr−1, and they report the values for the
four models, namely ICE5g-VM2 compressible with rotational feedback, Riva09, IJ05-LV and
ICE5g-LV. The last column reports the maximum uncertainty among the last three models. The
basins are sorted from the smallest to the largest.

N. Area i5g-CP Riva09 IJ05-LV I5G-LV Unc.

25 0.03 1.50 0.10 0.58 0.36 0.08
27 0.04 2.21 1.48 1.78 1.01 0.21
26 0.04 2.22 −0.51 0.67 0.50 0.11
23 0.06 0.78 2.04 1.79 0.87 0.26
15 0.10 0.26 −0.25 −0.03 0.39 0.22
24 0.11 4.84 4.61 4.06 1.61 0.46
9 0.12 1.42 2.31 1.09 0.65 0.23
8 0.13 2.17 3.18 0.59 0.71 0.12
5 0.14 0.16 2.03 0.22 0.18 0.18

20 0.15 1.50 −1.47 2.11 2.10 0.56
22 0.17 1.67 2.19 2.95 1.43 0.28
21 0.18 3.07 3.02 1.81 1.95 0.41
18 0.20 13.53 4.90 4.82 4.79 0.63
4 0.20 1.71 4.19 1.87 1.34 0.51

16 0.22 1.55 0.46 0.07 1.39 0.31
11 0.23 1.45 0.83 1.11 1.04 0.20
19 0.26 13.09 2.88 5.24 4.79 0.63
1 0.35 18.83 13.89 13.30 8.28 1.30
7 0.37 2.27 3.14 0.39 1.21 0.25
6 0.47 1.08 5.14 0.51 0.96 0.48

14 0.55 0.61 0.23 1.84 1.12 0.52
2 0.56 16.14 4.48 4.25 8.90 1.11

12 0.59 3.06 4.24 1.53 2.50 0.33
10 0.70 5.85 −0.13 0.53 3.67 0.72
13 0.87 4.54 6.25 1.07 3.08 0.57
3 1.20 13.32 2.61 4.36 9.30 1.77

17 1.36 21.83 7.74 4.22 14.65 2.25

EA 7.79 77.41 46.44 23.61 51.10 8.92
WA 1.37 52.47 27.44 32.03 24.20 2.72
AP 0.22 10.77 5.68 7.09 3.47 0.78

AIS 9.38 140.65 79.56 62.72 78.77 11.23
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Table 5. GIA trends for Greenland. The first column is the basin number, the second its area
(in 106 km2) and from the third column the values are in Gt yr−1, and they report the values for
the three models, namely ICE5g-VM2 compressible with rotational feedback, ANU, ICE5g-VM2
incompressible without rotation. The last column reports the maximum uncertainty among the
models. The basins are sorted from the smallest to the largest.

N. Area i5g-CP ANU i5g Unc.

5 0.05 −1.32 −0.40 −1.11 0.71
4 0.11 −1.21 0.22 −0.43 0.58
1 0.17 3.15 3.41 3.77 0.84
3 0.20 −0.95 1.56 0.11 1.03
7 0.21 −1.87 0.09 −2.09 1.73
6 0.32 −6.82 2.37 −3.47 3.80
2 0.36 3.73 2.21 4.61 1.16

GRIS 1.42 −5.29 9.47 1.40 7.17
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Table 6. Trends (in Gt yr−1) for Greenland Ice Sheets (GRIS) and for Antarctica Ice Scheets
(AIS) three macro regions: Antarctic Penincsula (AP), West (WA) and East Antarctica (EA).

Region Jan 2003–Nov 2011 Oct 2003–Nov 2008 Aug 2002–Jul 2007 Aug 2007–Nov 2011

AP −24.04 ± 5.42 −16.48 ± 7.72 −5.34 ± 7.87 −33.94 ± 8.19
WA −110.60 ± 14.66 −65.48 ± 16.38 −50.28 ± 16.85 −195.00 ± 18.89
EA 51.97 ± 29.07 21.95 ± 33.53 52.49 ± 34.11 108.37 ± 38.59

AIS −82.67 ± 37.50 −60.01 ± 43.30 −3.14 ± 43.97 −120.58 ± 51.03

GRIS −234.01 ± 20.49 −210.63 ± 22.80 −178.74 ± 22.44 −275.97 ± 27.27
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Fig. 1. Difference between the GAC-RL04 and the GAC-RL05 (green line), and the fitted func-
tion (orange line) with its standard deviation (grey band). Solution for basin 14 for Antarctica (a)
and basin 3 for Greenland (b).
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Fig. 2. Point mass solution for the trend in Antarctica (a) and Greenland (b) for the inversion
method (Method 1). The mass points are inverted on an icosahedron-based grids (Tegmark,
1996), using disks of about 40 and 20 km radius for Antarctica and Greenland.
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Fig. 3. Basins definitions for Antarctica (a) and Greenland (b) usedin this work.Fig. 3. Basins definitions for Antarctica (a) and Greenland (b) used in this work.
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Fig. 4. RL04 monthly solution for basin 21 for Antarctica (a) in Amundsen sector and basin 6 for Greenland (b).
Comparison between the two methods and two data sets (CSR and GFZ): in the legend the inversion method (Method
1) is indicated by “i” and solid lines, and the conversion method (Method 2) is indicated by “c” and by dash-dotted lines.
The use of CSR is indicated by light blue and blue lines, and the GFZ by light red and red lines. Each of the small
dispersion graphics shows the time series obtained with inversion versus conversion methods (purple square), and the
use of CSR versus GFZ data set (green dots). For each of these couple of time series the value of their regression index
m (as in Eq. 2) is indicated in square parentheses. In the pannel (c), the vertical axis indicate the basin (number, the
region (EA, WA, AP) and area in 106 km2) in descending order from the largest. For each basin, monthly differences
are plotted for the two methods (purple) and for the two datasets (green). The light colors represent the (quadratic
sum of) the monthly difference with respect to (the average of) the monthly errors. The normal colors represent the
difference in regression index (m as in Eq. 2) and the gray bar is the error on the trend same of Fig. 8d and Fig. 9d. All
these quantity are normalized with respect to the trend.
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Fig. 5. Monthly solution for basin 1 for Antarctica (a) and basin 2 for Greenland (b). Comparison between the two
releases RL04 and RL05 (CSR and GFZ) with inversion method: the use of CSR is indicated by light blue and blue
lines, and the GFZ by light red and red lines. The release RL05 is the solid line, while the RL04, with GAC[04–05]
correction, is the dashed line. The grey line represent the original CSR time series before the GAC correction. Each
of the small dispersion graphics shows the time series obtained with RL04 versus RL05 with the use of CSR (blue)
and GFZ (red). In the panel (c), for each basin monthly differences between RL04 and RL05 are plotted for the use of
CSR (blue) and GFZ (red). The light colors represent the (quadratic sum of) the monthly difference with respect to (the
average of) the monthly errors. The normal colors represent the difference in regression index (m as in Eq. 2) and the
gray bar is the error on the trend same of Figs. 8d and 9d. All these quantity are normalized with respect to the trend.
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Fig. 6. Three time series de-trended correction in Gt for degree one, for basin 1 for Antarctica
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Fig. 7. Monthly average solution for basin 26, Antarctic Peninsula (a) and basin 3 for Greenland
(b). Each color in the band around the average represents a contribution to the error estimate:
the blue is the 2sigma propagated from the data calibrated errors, the light blu is the accuracy
error computed as described in Sect. 3.5, the green is the standard deviation for the degree-1
component, and the yellow is the standard deviation computed for the GAC correction as the
grey band shown in Fig. 1. In the panel (c), the same colors are used to refer to the same
component, but for each basin here the average (over the whole time series) of the component
is plotted with respect to the average of total error. The light purple and light green bars (one
on top of the other) represent the same quantity of Fig. 4 in light colors bars (light purple and
light green, one beside the other).
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Fig. 8. Trend summary for Antarctica. The labels for vertical axis on the left are the same for
the 4 panels and indicate the basin as in Fig. 4. Panel (a) shows each relative contribution to
the trend, the Data (blue), GIA (Green), Deg-1 (sky blue) and GAC (light orange). The relative
Errors (violet) is shown on top of the trend bar. Panel (b) shows the GIA variability (in Gt yr−1)
as the difference between the maximum and the minimum values for GIA corrections among
the four different models used. Panel (c) shows the total trend in Gt yr−1 for the average time
series. Panel (d) shows the total error (in Gt yr−1) on the trend as sum of each of its component:
2sigma from the trend computation (blue), the trend accuracy error (light blue), the standard
deviation (st. dev.) for the trend on degree-1 (sky blue), the GAC st. dev (light orange) and the
GIA uncertainties (green) as max on GIA uncertainties among all models.
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Fig. 9. Trend summary for Greenland with same meaning of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Acceleration summary for Antarctica. The green bars represents the difference between the trends of two
periods with respect to the error: trends for August 2007–November 2011 minus trends for August 2002–July 2007.
The sky-blue bars represents the difference, with respect to the error, between the trends in the last period and the
whole period of GRACE: trends for August 2007–November 2011 minus trends for January 2003–November 2011. The
grey bars represents the sign of the trend in the period January 2003–November 2011. The increment (or decrement)
ratio is significant if it has an absolute value greater than one.
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Fig. 11. Acceleration summary for Greenland. The same as in Fig. 11.
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